
Final Report, ESF Exhange Grant: D. PatanèGrant referene number: 1758Travel started January 10, 2008; ended May 3, 2008.The purpose of the visit was to work with prof. Fernando Sols and Luigi Amio atthe Universitad Complutense of Madrid. The tight ollaboration during the staywas extremely useful and fruitful: a preprint was already submitted and othertwo papers are at an advaned stage. Based on these studies several aspets haveemerged that I plan to investigate in the next future.The projet has been foused on the e�et of dissipation on quantum ritialsystem and it was developed addressing two omplementary problems.
• Quenh dynamisStudy of non-equilibrium dynamis of phase transitions is one of the entral is-sue of statistial mehanis. A paradigmati senario that has been investigatedextensively is the quenh of the ontrol parameter at a onstant speed aross theritial point. The so-alled Kibble-Zurek mehanism provides a general theory re-lating the density of defets (non adiabati exitations reated during the quenh)as funtion of the veloity of the quenh, in a universal way.We onsidered the problem of a system weakly oupled to a thermal bath. Due tothe interation with the bath also inoherent exitations are generated. We thuslari�ed the interplay between oherent and inoherent exitation mehanism. Theo� equilibrium dynamis is found to be in�uened by the thermal equilibriumphase diagram of the system. General saling laws were derived and veri�ed forthe spei� example of the quantum Ising model oupled to a thermal bath.This work was based on an initial ollaboration with R. Fazio (SISSA), G. E.Santoro (SISSA) and A. Silva (ICTP) and has already led to a letter submittedfor publiation:�Adiabati quenhes in open quantum ritial systems: Coherent vs inoherentdefet prodution� with A. Silva, L. Amio, R. Fazio and G. E. Santoro.A muh longer artile with details on the previous paper will also be submittedsoon.On the basis of the results obtained in the previous work, a new projet wasstarted in ollaboration with prof. Sols to further analyze the e�et of dissipationon the o� equilibrium dynamis. The aim is to study how spatial orrelationsdevelop dynamially in presene of a quantum bath. We are addressing orrelationfuntions, but also entanglement measures to show their interplay and the fragility
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of the latter with respet to thermal noise. This work is still at a preliminary stageand we plan to omplete it in the following months.
• Dissipation driven phase transitionsThe �rst part of the projet was foused on the dynamis of a system weaklyoupled to a thermal bath. A very relevant limit is also the strong oupling. Itis well known f.i. for the problem of a single spin in a bosoni environment (spinboson model) that the bath an indue a dissipation driven phase transition. Thusit is intriguing to investigate what are the e�ets of strong dissipation on a manybody system espeially in onnetion with ritiality.We thus addressed the spei� example of a quantum XY model oupled to abosoni bath. Interesting results have already been obtained using a variationaltehnique. In partiular the equilibrium dissipative phase diagram of the modelwas outlined. Besides a saling analysis has been shown promising, but it stillneeds to be further studied. This work was performed in lose ollaboration withProf. Sols and also bene�t useful disussions with prof. Franiso Guinea. We planto submit a preprint in the following months.I wish to thank ESF and espeially INSTANS for providing this grant.
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